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A new original song and drama from the very talented band
of "inory". The drama is about the characters in the manga
"crying " in their new world after being released. The music
plays very strongly in the beginning of the story and the
drama - and is a constant mood enhancer. However, it stops
playing as the story goes on, and the scenes are pretty
enough to stand on their own. The characters are the
"crying " part as they speak out of despair or tragedy, for
the first 8 minutes or so. (3/10): Orginally I was all hyped up
to download this song, but I couldn't handle the depressing
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mood in the beginning. However, it became kinda catchy in
the end, so I guess the heavy mood is only for the
beginning. :3 Hope you all enjoy it. :3 inory: "The True
Meaning" (Original Sound Track-虹色旋律) was released on
December 8th, 2012, and was broadcasted on KBS1's “Idol
Drama Presentation.” Despite being her first drama, Ji In
was nominated for the "Drama of the Year" in 2013. Story In
the manga, Crying Sunrise- will you cry or cry? will you live
or die? The work of two creators, the author of the work, S,
and the writer, Y, the fans of the authors who like the work,
will be able to find their feelings in the moving and touching
images and the story that they will see on stage. Characters
The characters in the manga were originally designed to
symbolize the sounds of the ten symbols on the compass
rose. For the drama, the story writers, M and K, rearranged
the characters to match the pattern of the sound that they
wanted. Ji In (Voiced by Ji In, Kim Ji Won, Jung Sung Ha) She
is a popular, “crying “ high school student that represents
the letter D. She is very popular because of her emotionless
and innocent smile. In fact, she is so “crying “ that she is
incapable of speaking. She gets a letter from the four
members of the Ultimate Fan Club (UFC) and chooses to
send it back to them, where they are not supposed to. This
does not go well with her and she cries. That is why she is a
high school student, but
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Version 1.4.1 Change Log: New Default Controls:
ShoutBox Wormhole Marker Weather Control
Hourglass Timer Bug Fixes: The new Active Portals
ability will no longer cause the AI to teleport
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controls element that informs the user how much
time remains before the timer expires. Added
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